New Value System Needed

Berle Lecture Held Tuesday

The United States economy is facing a period in its history when it is becoming necessary to establish a new value system, declared Professor Adolf A. Berle in his lecture on the “American Capitalist Revolution, 1929-1962.” Professor Berle delivered his speech Tuesday in 4N before approximately 500 students, faculty and guests.

Our old value concepts, related the professor, have become outdated as we no longer consider freedom of market and human property in the same perspective that they were once valued. The prominence of our economy in the future, claimed Professor Berle, will be the product of a new value system.

He illustrated this concept with a supposition that beauty becomes the new preferred value. If this was so, stated the professor, then we would have to rip down the slums and picturesque areas and put our labor force to the task of rebuilding the nation.

Without an explanation of our values, said Professor Berle, our economy will face a grave crisis.

“We must make more products with less people; however the people who will be left unemployed are the ‘skilled workers’ who constitute major factor of the society. On both sides of the border the unemployment total in this country will reach fifteen million in ten years. The majority of those unemployed will be the young people coming out of school,” he continued.

The United States has been troubled in that it has been able to avoid depression and instability by the relative stability and wealth of its economy, declared Dr. Berle.

Much of this has been accomplished through congressional acts and the transcendental movement which arose during the New Deal. The congressional acts include among others, the National Labor Relations Act and the Banking Act. The transcendental movement, related Professor Berle, arose from the Supreme Court and quasi-Supreme Court decisions, which, to a degree, have modified the free market to a semi-welfare state status, the professor declared.

The problem that must be coped with in the future stated Dr. Berle, is that our philosophers and artists must somehow come up with a new set of binding values.

Jews

Jewish students will be excused from classes on Thursday, April 16, the last holy day of Passover. Tuesday is the first day of school after the spring recess.

SAM Roundtable Debate:

Newspaper Strike, Lockout Discussed

By Mike Elkin

A round table discussion by faculty, members, Thursday, on the effects of the newspaper strike quickly turned into a general review of automation and collective bargaining.

Professors Maurice Benoitz, of the Economics Department; Mortimer Feinberg, of the Psychology Department; Huxley Madeheim, and Samuel Ranhand, of the Business Administration Department; and Edward Rothstein, of the Sociology Department spoke at the lecture sponsored by the Society for Advancement of Management.

A disagreement arose between Professor Rothstein and Professor Benoitz over the cause of the strike. The main issue in the strike held Dr. Rothstein. Professor Ranhand concurred, based on statements by President Bertram Powers of the printer’s union. “At least the union believed it was right to strike over the issue of saving jobs,” Professor Ranhand stated.

Professor Benoitz retorted, “there is a vast difference between what people say in collective bargaining and what is worrying them.” The main issue, he contended, was one of collective bargaining, that is, the union demand for a joint contract expiration for the various unions. He cited Mr. Pow-

SC Seeks Voting Seat

On Faculty Committee; Request Made to Dean

By Barbara Dee Schrader

Student Council, at its Friday night meeting, passed a motion to send a letter to Dean Emanuel Saxe requesting a student seat and vote on the Faculty Committee on Undergraduate Curriculum. The motion, made by S.C. President, Neil Palomba ’65, passed 19-10.

If council’s recommendation is accepted by the faculty, Council will appoint one student to serve on the committee.

Mr. Palomba stated that he believed a student seat on the committee would be beneficial not only to the students but to the faculty as well. “The administration would be able to consider the opinions of the student body before voting,” he said. “In an unpopular decision, the reasons would be known to Council and the student body, thus preventing unfortunate misunderstandings and exaggerations.”

The Faculty Committee on Undergraduate Curriculum determines the admission and selection of new courses to the curriculum, and has final say on matters such as the final examination schedule and proposals of Student Council.

At present, Dean Saxe is chairman of the committee. Other members are: Deans Jerome Cohen, George McManus, and Samuel Thomas; Professors Arthur Albrecht, Thomas Karis, Louis Levy, and Robert Love, Charles Martin, Nathan Settelman, Robert Stratakos, and Registrar Agnes Mulligan.

Harvey Kornberg, ’64, chairman of the Executive Committee of the Student Council, introduced a motion to place election ballot boxes in one location. The present procedure, ballot boxes are placed in the Student Center lobby, is not used in other colleges.

Mr. Kornberg claimed that only one box, situated in the cafeteria, was used. Richard Green, ’66 proposed an amendment that the voting take place in the auditorium. All motions were tabled because conflict arose as to whether a student seat and vote on the Faculty Committee is granted.

Other business on Council included the creation of a Student Council-liaison Committee, approved by Harvey Kornberg, to “enhance the relations between Council and the student body, and further the understanding of the student body of the functions and activities of the Student Council.”
Curriculum Committee

New courses are added to the curriculum. Other subjects are dropped. It is the system of something and something else. The curriculum committee should be given unlimited authority.

The importance of taking a course cannot be underestimated. The student activities and discipline are part of the curriculum. The curriculum committee should be given unlimited authority.

Kathleen Sengel

The Northern student of an outdoor education program she has helped student volunteers dig in a project in the upper part of the school in the city.
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Yes Virginia, There Is a 19th Floor

Life Exists Up There

Photos & Captions by Marc Anne

The doors to the unseen three floors of the Baruch School (seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth) floors are open to the students who, up to this point, have never been able to see beyond them. It is now our turn to peek beyond the picture.

The machine pictured from left to right after a generator, relay board, and a fifty horse power motor. This room which is located on the eighteenth floor is unquestionably the hottest event that was held there. The men in the foreground were involved in giving a boost to several thousand dollars every day.

BIG WHEEL: The pulley above is used to haul up the machinery directly behind them. The machine at the right of the pulley leads to the eighteenth floor where the elevator motors are industriously performing their laborious task.

The brothers of Tau Epsilon Phi congratulate Brother DAVE ROUS in his acceptance into the
BETA ALPHA PSI: Nation's Act Frat.

Hispanic Society ANNOUNCES ITS
SPRING FESTIVAL
AT THE
THE NEW TERRACE
GARDENS
Tickets Available From Members

WHICH AD IS BETTER?

Sick of thick sandwiches. Of big fetty cakes. Of piping hot beans meals. Of spectacular ice cream specials. Of really fine food? Then eat in the snack bar! But if you like good food and you're sick of soggy bread with stale fillings, then eat in the ALADIN.

Roses are red. Violets are blue. Mike Kroitzer eats at the ALADIN

He's a nice guy

The ALADIN
Where Good Foods Go Together

Sparetimeing every plush soft Salem refreshes your taste

You'll smoke with a fresh enthusiasm when you discover the cool, air-sof tened taste of Salem

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter too

STATISTICS EPILOGIZED:
Sophisticated Professor

By Yvonne Lee

Professor John I. Griffin, a much traveled statistics professor has held several educational positions (at Beaver College, Brooklyn College, and St. Louis University), and has worked as a Research Associate for a number of conferences and as a Research Associate for a number of committees.

In November 1866, representatives of the various schools and colleges adopted a resolution that they must take a hand in recognizing the usefulness of the subject. In its paper, the Collegian, the school newspaper, wrote, "Lavender looks well on the cover of the magazine. A book was presented to Mr. Esposito for an event that was held there. The men in the foreground were involved in giving a boost to several thousand dollars every day.

Professor Griffin is the author of many books on the subject of statistics. Among them is "Statistical Analysis of the Successful Careers of the Statistical Profession." He says the representations of the universities and colleges have made the subject more interesting. "The Baruch School has graduated more practicing statisticians than any other under-graduate institution in the United States," he said. "It is not an unusual color—lavender, after 1870 when Hunter College was selected as the color for Alma Mater."

A few weeks after Lavender was adopted, a present was received from Washington. The Connecticut college did not adopt the color. The other colleges are in the majority, however, some Baruch School students may be involved in giving a boost to several thousand dollars every day. However, some Baruch School students do not take full advantage of the opportunities offered by the Statistical Society. Among the participants in the statistical profession is the successful careers of my former students."

Professor Griffin, a much travelled statistics professor, has held several educational positions (at Beaver College, Brooklyn College, and St. Louis University), and has worked as a Research Associate for a number of conferences and as a Research Associate for a number of committees.
At an Air Force officer, you'll be a leader on an exciting career. We can't guarantee that every application will be accepted, but if you're ambitious college men who didn't have the opportunity to make a mark, we'd like the chance to make one with you. For information, see your local recruiter.

The Aerospace Team. You'll be serving your country while you get a flying headstart on an exciting career.

The U.S. Air Force is at the forefront of every vital new technological breakthrough of the Aerospace Age. It sponsors one of the world's most advanced research and development programs—and you can be part of it. DF is open to both men and women. For information, see your local recruiter.

**STOP**

IN TO VARSITY 100 E. 23rd St.
FAST, EFFICIENT SERVICE
Good Food At Reasonable Prices!

Utopian Ideas Viewed At Sigma Alpha Talk

"If these novels are remarkable, it is not for what they write, but because of the men who write them," Dr. late President of the English Department. In his lecture, Thursday, is 403, Dr. David Buckley declared that the lives of the authors were reflected in their works. The authors' lives and their influence on the modern world were discussed in detail and the authors' works were examined as a way to understand the world of today.

"The authors' lives and their influence on the modern world were discussed in detail and the authors' works were examined as a way to understand the world of today." Dr. Buckley emphasized.

The Alpha Epsilon Pi congratulated Brother Dave Rosenberg for his engagement to Elaine Sherman. The event was highlighted by a performance by Alan King. The Alpha Epsilon Pi hosted a Student Center lobby booth of the affair.

In the Student Center lobby, there will be a late show at 3, and the event will begin at midnight, highlighted by a special dance lounge, and a unique dancing lounge, and a unique performance by Alan King.

Save Your Packs!

"The slogan, "Remember: A cleaner school is up to YOU" are currently being advertised on the poster of the Student Center.

A large number of the latter diseases should be restricted "from self pervade the halls, the health floor, the jockta-up, and the medical staff. Dr. Buckley stated that the solution was more creative contract provisions. As an example he cited the recent airline. The gap between past and present has been bridged by Thomas Paine who today is married and happy. By "Bah! " said Eustacia. grinding her teeth. "~ said Albert Payson, "we could build a snowman together.""
Vito Hits All-American For Second Year in Row

By Steve Rosenbush

Vito Mannino became the first City College athlete to win All-American honors for two consecutive years as he paced the Beaver fencers to a seventh place finish in the national (N.C.A.A.) championships Saturday at the Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs. Columbia became the champion by besting twenty-seven foes.

Mannino, in the foil, finished fourth in a field of twenty-two with a 12-7 record. The two other winners were Joe Lustig of Columbia (20-2), Phil Otto of Yale (19-3), and Ray Frey of Navy (19-3).

In regular season competition, Vito, a junior, compiled a 15-7 record, which he followed with a 7-3 mark in the eastern (E.P.A.) championships. In this tournament, Mannino was nominated for the ship.

Two Selected to Pitch In Opening Encounter

By Joe Rosenberg

Al DiBernardo, C.C.N.Y., baseball coach, will pitch Richie Stein and Murray Steinfink, Thursday when the Beavers open their campaign against the Hawk's Field at 5:30.

The coach will save ace Howie Friedman and sophomore Ron Vito, a senior, compiled a 15-7 record, which he followed with a 7-3 mark in the eastern (E.P.A.) championships. In this tournament, Mannino was nominated for the ship.

Lacrosse Coach Optimistic

By Jeff Palea

Coach George Baron is highly optimistic as the City College lacrosse team prepares for the 1963 season. The game Saturday at 2 in Lewishan Stadium against New Hampshire.

"The team has looked extremely good in practice, and I expect an improvement over last year's 6-10 record," Baron remarked.

The key to the season, Baron feels, is the defense, which has received the most attention this season. The defense, which was led by a strong goalie, is expected to be improved this year.

The strongest part of the team will be the experienced defense. Baron believes that the defensemen will be able to handle the demands of the season.

Two divisions is under study by the conference's ten teams.

Sponsored by the Non-Beer Company

Brookwater 3-2338 or tw 6-2895

Contact: Louis Van Leeuwen

Presidents

There will be a Council of Presidents meeting tomorrow in the Oak Lounge at 2. The possibility of a 12:00-11:00 break on Sunday will be discussed.

Spring Sports Schedule
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There will be a Council of Presidents meeting tomorrow in the Oak Lounge at 2. The possibility of a 12:00-11:00 break on Sunday will be discussed.